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3-PRONGED TRIDENT 

 

 

PURPOSE - The Trident head is ideal for spear fishing and frogging, where a thrusting or 

jabbing motion is used to fatally pierce and capture the target animal. 

 

USAGE 

1. Find Waist Height Stick to use as base 

2. Using saw blade from your TITAN SurvivalCard, cut a slot into thickest end 

3. Remove Trident Arrowhead from SurvivalCard 

4. Insert Trident Arrowhead into Notch 

5. Bend and form the trident the around outside of the stick 

6. Secure with TITAN SurvivorCord, TITAN WarriorCord, fishing line, or snare wire 

7. Use for Spear Fishing, Frogging, etc. 
 

DEMONSTRATION:  https://youtu.be/qAK4iBHwCT4?t=2m41s 
 

  

https://www.titansurvival.com/collections/survivorcord
https://www.titansurvival.com/collections/warriorcord
https://youtu.be/qAK4iBHwCT4?t=2m41s
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SMALL-GAME ARROWHEAD 

 
 

PURPOSE - Our Small Game arrowhead is used for hunting small critter, where blunt force 

is preferred.  

 

USAGE 
1. Find appropriately sized straight sticks to use a shafts 

 Dry sticks work better than green newly fallen 

2. Cure sticks over a flame for around 1 hour to harden, do not let them burn 

3. Strip Bark from cured wood.  

4. Using saw blade from your TITAN SurvivalCard, cut a slot into the thinner end 

5. Remove Small-Game arrowhead from SurvivalCard 

6. Insert arrowhead into slot and secure with TITAN SurvivorCord, TITAN WarriorCord, 

fishing line, or snare wire 

7. Make Nock in thickest end of cured wood.  

8. Fletch arrow with feathers. 

DEMONSTRATION:  https://youtu.be/qAK4iBHwCT4?t=2m1s 
 

  

https://www.titansurvival.com/collections/survivorcord
https://www.titansurvival.com/collections/warriorcord
https://youtu.be/qAK4iBHwCT4?t=2m1s
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BROADHEAD ARROWHEAD 

 
 

PURPOSE - Our Broadhead arrowhead is designed to take out faster, slightly larger 

critters, and is used to fatally pierce the skin of the animal. 

 

USAGE 
1. Find appropriately sized straight sticks to use a shafts 

 Dry sticks work better than green newly fallen 

2. Cure sticks over a flame for around 1 hour to harden, do not let them burn 

3. Strip Bark from cured wood.  

4. Using saw blade from your TITAN SurvivalCard, cut a slot into the thinner end 

5. Remove Broadhead arrowhead from SurvivalCard 

6. Insert arrowhead into slot and secure with TITAN SurvivorCord, TITAN WarriorCord, 

fishing line, or snare wire 

7. Make Nock in thickest end of cured wood.  

8. Fletch arrow with feathers. 

DEMONSTRATION:  https://youtu.be/qAK4iBHwCT4?t=2m1s 
 

 

https://www.titansurvival.com/collections/survivorcord
https://www.titansurvival.com/collections/warriorcord
https://youtu.be/qAK4iBHwCT4?t=2m1s
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FISHING HOOKS 

 
 

PURPOSE – Single hooks are small, light, and easy to use in a survival situation where 

small edible fish are prevalent. 

PURPOSE – Double-Sided fishing hooks tend to ride more smoothly than single hooks and 

provide larger targets for larger targets. 

 

USAGE 
1. Remove Fishing Hook from Card 

2. Secure hook with your fishing line and an appropriate knot 

3. Bait your hook and Fish 
 

DEMONSTRATION:  https://youtu.be/spk0ZwswMEg 
 

 

https://youtu.be/spk0ZwswMEg
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FISHING SPOONS 

 
 

PURPOSE – Fishing Spoons are attached to your fishing hooks and are designed to be 

shiny and attract a large variety of fish species.  

 

USAGE 
1. Remove the small Fishing Spoon / Snare Lock from Card 

2. Bend the spoon approximately 5 degrees horizontally, so that the spoon will rotate in 

water 

3. Secure one side of the Fishing Line to the bulk of your fishing line.  

4. Tie the other end of the lure to your fishing hook using a short piece of fishing line  

5. Bait your hook and Fish 
 

DEMONSTRATION:  https://youtu.be/XJcSxZtsQow 
 

 

  

https://youtu.be/XJcSxZtsQow
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SNARE LOCKS 

 
 

PURPOSE – Snare Locks are designed to help secure game caught in a snare, by slowly 

sliding tighter and tighter around the target, without loosening.  

 

USAGE 
1. Remove the Snare Lock from Card 

2. Bend the Snare Lock 90 degrees 

3. Run the snare cable through the snare locks 

 

DEMONSTRATION:  https://youtu.be/91LTPaco42o?t=2m17s 
 

 

 

 

 

  

https://youtu.be/91LTPaco42o?t=2m17s
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AWL 

 
 

PURPOSE – An Awl is a multi-functional tool used primarily for piercing holes into surfaces 

such as leather, wood, and fabric - but can also be used for scribing lines, as an ice pick, 

and even cleaning your finger nails.  

 

USAGE 

1. Remove Awl from Card 

2. Mark material at desired piercing point 

3. Puncture marked area with sharpened end of the awl.   
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SEWING NEEDLES 

 
 

PURPOSE – Sewing Needles can be used to repair your items in the wilderness or used as 

a stitching tool during in an emergency. 

 

USAGE 
1. Remove Sewing needle from card 

2. Insert thread through eye of sewing needle and secure with appropriate knot 

3. Trim excess thread from the needle 

4. Sewing needle is ready to use 
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TWEEZERS 

 
 

PURPOSE – Tweezers can be used to increase accuracy when dealing with small, fine 

objects. Remove debris such as metal slivers and wood splinters, thorns, foxtails. Loosen 

knots.  

 

USAGE 

1. Remove Tweezers from the card. 

2. Fold Tweezers in half, so that ends meet  
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SAW BLADES 

 
 

PURPOSE – Saw blades can be used for many cutting actions, a coarse and fine blade are 

provided depending on your need. The coarse blade will cut through thicker objects; the 

fine blade will leave a smoother finish. 

 

USAGE 

1. Remove Sawblade from card 

2. Attach paracord to ends if desired 

3. Carefully use blade to saw through desired object 

 

DEMONSTRATION:  https://youtu.be/qAK4iBHwCT4?t=3m45s 

https://youtu.be/qAK4iBHwCT4?t=3m45s

